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ABSTRACT.  We are concerned with T -actions on simply connected

6-manifolds M .  As in the codimension two case, there exists, under certain

restrictions, a cross-section.   Unlike the codimension two case, the orbit space

need not be a disk and there can be finite stability groups.  C. T. C. Wall

has determined (Invent. Math. 1 (1966), 355-374) a complete set of invari-

ants for simply connected 6-manifolds with Ht(M ) torsion-free and w2(M )

= 0.  We establish sufficient conditions for these two requirements to be met

when Misa T -manifold.   Using surgery and connected sums, we compute

the invariants for manifolds satisfying these conditions.  We then construct a

T -manifold M   with invariants different than any well-known manifold.  This

involves comparing the trilinear forms (defined by Wall) for two different

manifolds.

There has been much work done recently on the classification of torus ac-

tions on manifolds. Complete results have been obtained in certain cases:  S1 -

actions on closed, compact, connected 3-manifolds ([14], [17]), and T2-actions

on closed, compact, connected, simply connected 4-manifolds [15].  In the more

general setting, Pak has shown in [16] that, for n>3, Tn+1 and L(k, q) x

Tn~2 are the only compact, closed, orientable, (n + l)-manifolds admitting a

F"-action.  Various results are obtained in [8] concerning actions of T" on

closed, compact, simply connected manifolds of codimensions two and four. In

particular, examples of effective actions are given in each case for all n > 1.

In this paper we begin the study of the codimension three case by looking

at Fractions on closed, compact, connected, simply connected 6-manifolds.

This case is also similar to [15] in that the dimension of the manifold is twice

the dimension of the torus. One might expect things to become a little more

complicated in this case and this is, in fact, true. For Fractions on simply con-

nected (n + 2)-manifolds, the orbit space is a disk, D2, and there are no finite

stability groups. We provide examples in §3 to show that, for Fractions on
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60 DENNIS McGAVRAN

simply connected 6-manifolds, the orbit space may be S   x /, there may be fi-

nite stability groups, and there may or may not be fixed points. For most of

our work we assume that the orbit space is D3, that there are fixed points, and

that there are no finite stability groups.

In §4 we prove results about the orbit structure and we also examine the

relationship between the stability group structure and the second Stiefel-Whitney

class co2(M6).  §5 describes a particular reaction. In §6 we prove a cross-sec-

tioning theorem and an equivariant classification theorem. The techniques we

use are similar to those used in [15].

In §7 we concern ourselves with identifying which simply connected 6-man-

ifolds admit reactions. Our main tool is a result of C. T. C. Wall (see [20]).

Roughly speaking, Wall shows that a simply connected 6-manifold, M, with

co2(Af) = 0 and H*(M) torsion-free, is determined, up to diffeomorphism, by its

cohomology ring H*(M) and its first Pontrjagin class, px(M). If M admits a in-

action, we obtain certain conditions which must be satisfied by these invariants

and give a partial description of what M must be. Considering the work done by

Orlik and Raymond (see [15]), one might expect, under the conditions we im-

pose, that M would be a connected sum of copies of S6, S3 x S3,S2 x S4,

CP(3), and manifolds of the form S2 x (S2 x S2 # • • • # S2 x S2). In §8, we

provide an example to show that this is not the case.

In a future paper we intend to investigate the possibilities when there are

no fixed points and when M* is a connected sum of copies of S2 x /.

We assume that all manifolds under consideration are closed, compact, con-

nected and orientable. Also all actions are assumed to be locally smooth and

effective. We let Z, Q, R denote the integers, rational numbers and real numbers,
o

respectively. We use X to denote the interior of the space X.   Unless otherwise

indicated, the coefficients in all (co)homology groups will be Z. We use / to indi-

cate the unit interval [0, 1], while Sn~l and D"_1 indicate the unit sphere and

unit disk in R", 77 > 1. X =eq y will mean that the G-spaces, X and Y, are

equivariantly horneomorphic. The reader may refer to [1] for standard defini-

tions relating to transformation groups.

This paper constitutes part of the author's Ph. D. dissertation at Wayne

State University, written under Professor Jingyal Pak. Many missing details can

be found there.

1. Wall's results for simply connected 6-manifolds. We now describe the

results of C. T. C. Wall on simply connected 6-manifolds (see [20]). His results

hold for manifolds satisfying the hypothesis

(H) H*(M) is torsion-free and co2(AZ) = 0.

Let M be a closed, smooth, simply connected 6-manifold satisfying (H). We
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first orient M, thereby determining a particular isomorphism ^(M) —■*• Z.  Let

H = H2(M) at H ¿M). Then Homz(//, Z) as /^(M) = H2(M). The isomorphism

^(M) ■—*• Z and the cup product determine a trilinear form p: H x H x H —*■

Z defined by p(a, 0, 7) = a U 0 U 7. The first Pontrjagin class px(M)E H*(M)

determines a homomorphism px : H —♦ Z. Let G = H3(M). Wall's major result

is the following:

1.1 Theorem (Theorem 5 of [20]). Diffeomorphism classes of oriented

manifolds satisfying (H) correspond bijectively to isomorphism classes of systems

of invariants:

two free abelian groups G and H

a symmetric trilinear map p: H x H x H —*■ Z

a homomorphism px : H —*■ Z

subject to:

for x,yEHp(x, x,y) = p(x, y,y) (mod2)

forxEHpx(x) = 4p(x, x, x) (mod24).

Wall shows how these invariants can be computed and we now examine

these computations.

Suppose that M is a closed, simply connected, oriented, 6-manifold satisfy-

ing (H). Wall first shows that M = MX #M2, where M2 is a connected sum of k

copies of S3 x S3,2k = rkH3(M). Hence, we may assume H3(M) = 0. In this

case, Wall proves the following.

1.2 Theorem. Suppose M satisfies (H) and H3(M) = 0. Then M can be

obtained from S6 by surgery on a disjoint set of embeddings g¡: S3 x D3 —*■ S6.

Given an embedding g¡, we obtain g¡: S3 as (S3 xOJ-^S6. Let (S3 x D3),

and Sf denote the images off; and g¡, respectively. When we do surgery, we

replace (S3 x D3\ with (S2 x D% Then Sj = (S2 x 0)¡ corresponds to a

basis element e¡ of H2 (M). Now choose an S2 embedded in S6 such that its

linking number with Sf is +1 (to fix signs) and a homotopy equivalence between

S6 - Sf and this S2. We then obtain an element of tt3(52), represented by the

composition of g¡ with this homotopy equivalence. Choose the Hopf map as a

generator of ir3(S2). Sending this to +1 G Z determines an isomorphism n3(S2)

—*■ Z. Our above composition then determines an integer \j.

Choose the identity map as a generator for tt3(53), determining, as above,

an isomorphism n3(S3) —* Z. We have an isomorphism

ir3(S2 V S2) = tt3(S2) ©rr3(52) 8 tt3(53)

where the third summand is injected by the Whitehead product of the inclusion

maps of the two copies of S2. Choosing a homotopy equivalence between 56 -
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(S3 U Si) and S2 V S2, and composing this with g¡, we get an element of

7r3(52 V S2). Projecting this onto ir3(S3), we obtain an integer XJfc.

Let FC\ be the group of isotopy classes of embeddings g: S3 xfl3 —► S6,

and C\ the group of isotopy classes of embeddings g: S3 —*■ S6. By taking as a

generator for C\ the embedding given in [5], we obtain an isomorphism C\ —► Z.

Also, choose a particular isomorphism n3(SO(3)) —► Z. We have the following

exact sequence:

0^7r3(SO(3))-^FC3^C3-^0

where r twists the tubular neighborhood g of an embedding g: S3 —> S6. Since

n3(SO(3)) and C\ are both infinite cyclic, the sequence splits and we have a

splitting map ß': FC3 —* ir3(SO(3)). (An explicit map is chosen in [20].)  Then,

if g¡: S3 x D3 —► S6 is an embedding, ^p(gt) and tf(g¡) determine integers <p¡ and

ß'r Wall proves the following:

1.3 Theorem.   Given M as in 1.1

**(*/> er ek) = Xjk.     Pi («/) = W'i.

p(e;, e,, e,.) = XJ,

p(e,., e„ e,) = 6^ + 0j.

We shall need explicitly the homotopy equivalences mentioned above.

Hence, let

S6 = L = (T-.e'9!, r2ewi, rzew\ r4) I>2 = l;r¡>0 for 1 * 4 J,

¿4 = {zES6\rA>0},     DÍ= {z G S6lr4 <0}.

For a = 1, 2, 3 let

S3    = {zG56lra = T-4 = 0},      S2 = {z G S6lrfc = 0 for fc * a, 4},

S3± = {zGS6lra = 0,r4 = ±H}.

Now S6 - S3 is homotopy equivalent to S6 - (S3 x D3), and S2 is a 2-chain rep-

resenting a generator of H2(S6 - (S3 x D3)). We assume, for convenience, that

orientations are chosen so that S3 and S2 have linking number +1.

Let /: (S6 - S3) -> S] be defined by

It is shown in [11] that this is a homotopy equivalence. Obvious modifications

will give the desired maps between S6 - S3 and 52,, a = 2, 3.

Now let S6+ and 5Î be two copies of 56. Define ft+: D6+ —► S6+ and h_:

D6_ -» 5Í as follows:
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**» - (*.v^^-Wi^V1-W^t«"3-*« ' ■)•
We then define

h = h+ V A- (S6 - (S¡+ U 53_)) -► (S* - $ V (SÍ - S*).

By our previous work, we have a homotopy equivalence between (S+ - Sß) V

(SÍ - S3) and S2ß VS2,. In [11] it is shown that h is a homotopy equivalence so

the composition gives a homotopy equivalence between S6 - (S|+ U S3_) and

^VS2.

2. Trilinear forms. Suppose V is a Z-module. A trilinear form on V is a

function ip: V x V x V—► Z that is linear in each factor. Suppose B =

{ex, ... , en} is a basis for V. We then obtain a three dimensional matrix rep-

resentation M - (i¿>)8 for <p with respect to B by letting M = (mljk), m//ft =

<p(e¡, e¡, ek). More generally, if we choose bases Bx, B2, and B3 for the three

factors of V, we obtain a matrix (f)BxB2B3^ tne obvious manner. We picture

M as follows:

M = fo08 =

v-axis

where the three axes correspond to the respective factors of V.  We have the fol-

lowing interpretation of M \p(e¡, _> _) is a bilinear form on V.  Its matrix with

respect to B, (<p(ej, _ , _))ß, is the slice through M perpendicular to the x-axis,

corresponding to the basis element e¡. Similarly, the matrices for <p(_, e¡, _) and

<p(-> -■> e¡) are slices through M perpendicular to the y- and z-axes, respectively.

Now suppose we have bases B = {e¡}  and B' = {ej}for V.  Let A = (a,y)

be the change of basis matrix, i.e., ey = 2"_ x^ifil' Let M = 0i0B and M1 = (<p)B>.

We wish to show how M and M1 are related.

We first show how the matrix (<p)ß g ,g. is related to M.  A slice through M

perpendicular to the x-axis is the matrix (^(e;-, _, _))_, while a slice through

(^)bB'B' *s ̂  matrix («^«y, _, _))B.. Hence, the following relations hold between

M and (<p)BB.B.:
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AQp(e,, _, _))B^T = (¡fie,, _, J)8..

Now the slices through (<p)q%'$- perpendicular to thejr-axis are the matrices

(<p(_. e',, -))bb'' fhz matrices for the bilinear forms tp(_, e-, _) with respect to the

bases B and B'. The slices perpendicular to the .y-axis in M1 are the matrices

(«p(_» e',, _))ß.. Hence, we have the following relations:

A(<p(-, e), J)88' = 0¿C e,, J)B,.

Schematically we have

A x

or more compactly,

Equivalently, if B = A~l, we have

AMAT = M1.
A

AMA1 =T _M
B *

3. Examples. Let T3 = {t = (e'*i, e***, el**)\0 < ip, < 2ir} = TX*T2

x 7/3. We give some examples of T3-spaces.

3.1. The obvious action of T3 on S6 has the weighted orbit space (indicat-

ing the isotropy type of the orbits) shown below.

r, *t3

(The interior points are principal orbits.)

Note that D6 = {zES6 lr4 > 0}. By restriction, we have a reaction on
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D6 with orbit space the upper half of D3. Furthermore, Ss = {z E S6 \rd = 0}

and we get an action (T3, Ss) with orbit space Ss/T3 as D2. (Slice a plane

through (S6)* at the equator.)

3.2.  Let S7 = {z = (rxeie*, r2ei82, r3ei6*, r4e/94)l2>2 = 1; r, > 0). We

have the natural action of T1 on S7 such that S1 ¡T1 = CP(3). Let z denote

the equivalence class in CP(3) of z E S1. For t ET3, define

îF= (r1e,<fli+^),...,r3«'(fl3+^),r4eJfl4).

Again, we have the orbit space CP(3)/T3 = D3, as shown below:

The vertices are fixed points, the edges correspond to the appropriate T2 -sub-

groups, and the interior points are principal orbits. It is easy to see that each cir-

cle stability group fixes a copy of CP(2).

3.3. We have the following general example.  Suppose we have an action

of Tx x T2 on a simply connected 4-manifold M.  We know by [15] that M is a

connected sum of CP(2)\ S2 x S2\ and S4^. Taking the product of this action

with the natural action (T3, S2), we get an action (T3,M x S2). We have

F(T3,MxS2)= {(p,(0,±l))\pEF(Tx x T2,M)}. Hence, if (Tx x T2,M)

has n fixed points, (T3,M x S2) has 2n fixed points. Also, F(T3, M x S2) = M

x S°, and, if Tis a circle stability group of (Tx xT2,M), then F(T, M x S2) =

F\T, M) x S2. We can see that the orbit space is of the form

Specifically we obtain actions (T3, S2 x S4) with four fixed points, (T3, S2 x

S2 x S2) with eight fixed points, and (T3, S2 x CP(2)) with six fixed points.

Note that co2(S2 x CP(2)) ± 0.

We now give some examples of T3 -actions on S3 x S3 which are somewhat

more exotic than the previous examples.

3.4. Let S3 = {z = (rxé6i,r2ëe'i)\r2x + r\ = 1}. Define an action of

Tx x T2 on S3 by tz = (r1e/(öi+*i>, r2e,(e2+*2>). Then S3/Tx xT2^Dx.

Define an action (T3, S3) by tz - (rxei{ei+^\ r2eif>2), so that S3/T3 sß2.
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Hence, we get an action (T3, S3 x S3) with S3 x S3/T3 s D3. Note that there

are no fixed points, and that F\Tt, S3 x S3) = S3 x S1, / = 1, 2, 3. The orbit

space is:

3.5. We have an action of T3 on S3 defined by the Hopf fibering S3/T3 s

S2. If we take the product of this action with the action of Tx x T2 on S3 de-

fined in 3.4 we get an action (T3, S3 x S3) with orbit space S2 x /. The only

stability groups are Tx and T2 with F(T¡, S3 x S3) s S1 x S2 for 7=1,2. In

the orbit space, S2 x 0 corresponds to one stability group and S2 x 1 to the

other.

3.6. Now define an action of T3 on S3 by tz = (rxSe i +«*3>, r2e'(e2+<?^3)),

(p, q) = 1. We have stability groups Zp and Za and orbit space S3/T3 = S2

(see [14]). Again we take the product of this action with the action (Tx x T2,

S3) defined in 3.4 to get an action (T3, S3 x S3). We have stability groups Tx,

T2, Zp, Za, T¡ x Zp and T¡ x Za for / = 1, 2. Also, S3 x S3/T3 = S2 x /.

We now give two methods of obtaining more complicated T3 -actions from

simpler ones.

Suppose we have locally smooth actions (T , M¡), i= 1,2, with each M¡

= D3. Suppose we have fixed points p¡ E M¡ such that an invariant neighborhood

of each p¡ is equivariantly homeomorphic to D6 with the standard Fraction,

having stability groups Tx, T2 and T3.

We may then attach (Mx - D ) to (M2 - D6) via an equivariant homeomorphism

between their boundaries, which are homeomorphic to 5s in each case. We then

have an action of T3 on Mx #M2.

Now let D3 have the natural T3 -action and take the product of this action

with the action (Tx x T2, S3) defined in 3.4. We get a reaction on S3 x D3

with orbit space:
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In a similar manner we get a T -action on S   x D   with orbit space:

Note that the induced T3-actions on the boundaries, S2 x S3, are equivalent.

Now suppose we have a T^-manifold M with orbit space M* = D   as fol-

lows:

From results in §6 we know the indicated region must be S   x D . Hence we

may do equivariant surgery on it, replacing it with S2 x D4, to obtain a new

manifold M with orbit space:

Note that we have introduced two more fixed points.

4. Orbit structure. We now investigate the orbit structure of a T3-action.

We first consider conical orbit structures.

Let CB = (B x I)I(B x 0) be the closed cone over a space F and CB =

(B x [0, 1))/(F x 0) the open cone. Let A" be a G-space with orbit space Y.

4.1 Definition.   The orbit structure for X is conical if Y is homeomor-

phic to an open cone CB with orbit type constant along rays (less the vertex).

4.2 Proposition (Corollary 8.5, Chapter II of [1]). Let M be a G-mani-

fold, G compact Lie.  Suppose that the orbit structure is conical with vertex xjj¡,
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and that there is a slice V at x0 which has the form of Euclidean space with a

linear GXQ-action.  Then M is equivalent as a G-space to G xqx   V.

We shall often be concerned with torus actions where the orbit space is a

closed cone. In this case we have the following:

4.3 Theorem.  Suppose T" acts locally smoothly on a closed compact

manifold M of dimension m> n. Suppose x0 EM has stability group Tk, 0 <

k < n (T° = e, the identity element). Let X be a closed invariant neighborhood

of xQ such that X* = CB with vertex x%. Suppose CB is an open subspace of

M*.   Then X is equivariantly homeomorphic to T"~k x Dm~ n+k.

Proof.  See [11].

Now suppose M is a compact, connected 6-manifold and T3 acts on M. We

derive some elementary facts about the orbit structure of such an action.

By 3.1, Chapter IV of [1], there exists a maximal orbit type T3jH.   Fur-

thermore, if M,H) is the union of orbits of this type, then M^H^ is open and

dense in M and its image, (M^H^)*, in M* = M\T3 is connected. The maximal

orbits are called principal. The following lemma is elementary.

4.4 Lemma.   Principal orbits are of type T3.

Now suppose M is closed and simply connected, and the only stability

groups are torus subgroups of T3. By 4.7, Chapter IV of [1], M* is a simply

connected 3-manifold, with or without boundary.

4.5 Lemma. Points on the boundary of M* are orbits of isotropy type T1,

T2, or T3.  Interior points are principal orbits.

Proof. This follows from the existence of tubes about an orbit.

In addition to the above assumptions, suppose M* is a 3-manifold with

boundary. By examining the linear tubes mentioned above, it is easy to see that

the weighted orbit space M* can be described by a graph G on the boundary of

M*. The vertices will be fixed points, the edges will be orbits with T2-stability

groups, and the remaining points on 3M* will be orbits with T1 -stability groups.

The interior points will be principal orbits. We shall call G the orbit structure

graph.

We will be primarily concerned with the following type of situation.

4.6 Definition. A reaction will be called regular if every stability group

is a torus subgroup of T3. We say it is F-regular if every component of G con-

tains a fixed point.

Now suppose T3 acts in a locally smooth manner on a compact 6-manifold

M with o)2(M) = 0.  Suppose N is a closed subspace of M such that A™ is as

shown:
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(4.7)

N can be obtained by attaching two copies of D6 together via an equivariant

homeomorphism /: Tlx D4 —► 7*1 x D4 asjhown:

r1 »A4

Hence, we obtain a D4-bundle over S2. Since co2(Af) = 0, this must be trivial

and hence S2 x D4.

We wish to show that the condition co2(/W) = 0 imposes strong conditions

on the stability group T4. Throughout this discussion we parameterize T3 as T3

= {(/*!, e'v2, e'V3)|o < tpt < 2?r} = Tx x T2 x T3. We have the standard

orthogonal action of T3 on D6, (T3, D6X), defined in 3.1 with circle stability

groups Tx, T2 and T3. Now suppose we have another orthogonal action (T3, D2)

with circle stability groups Tx, T2 and r4. This action can be interpreted as a

three-dimensional complex representation of T3 and hence (see [13]), the action

can be defined by:

tz _ q. eKei+ai<pi+a2lp2+a3<P3)^r e«'(02 + &l'i,l+&2¥>2 + 63¥>3),

r ei(03 + ciipi+c2>p2 + C3i(>3)\

where z = (rxei6i, r2el6i, r3ew*)ED\.  For Tx and T2 to be stability groups

we may assume that bx = cx = 0.  For the action to be effective it is easy to see

that ax = b2 = c3 = ±1 (we assume +1 for convenience). Therefore our action

(T3, D\) is defined by

tz _ q. eH.e\+ti+a3V3)r ei(82 + <P2 + b3<P3)r ^'(«3 + ̂ 3)).

Our third circle stability group is T4 = {i G T3^ + a3<p3 = 0 (27r); y2 +

¿3^=0(277)}.

Let (Tl x D4)¡ = {zE bDf\r3 > K} ÇDf. Define/: (Tl x D4)x -»•

(r1 x D4)2 by /(z) = (r1e''(9i+a3e3), 7-2e/(e2+&3e3), r3e/e3). It is easy to see

that /is a homeomorphism and that /is equivariant. We then obtain the action

(T3, D\ VfD\) with orbit space 4.7, where 7/4 is as above.

4.8 Lemma. D\ UfD* = S2xI? iffa3 +b3iseven

Proof. We know D\ VfD\ is a D4 -bundle over S2. It will be trivial iff

the map /: Tl —* R4 defined by f(t) = f(t, J) represents the trivial element of

77, (F4), where F4 is the rotation group of R4.

A generator of 7Tj (F4) is given by the one parameter family of matrices
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cosö    -sin 0

0

0  ,
sino      cosö ,     O<0<27r,

and this has order two. The loop / in R4 is given by the family of matrices be-

low, where 0 < 93 < 27T.

'cos(a363)   -sin(a303)

sin(a303)      cos(a303)

cos(è303)   -sin(2>303)

sin(¿>303)      cos(b393)J

This is homotopic to the family

cos(a3 + b3)93   -sin(a3 + b3)93

sin(a3 + b3)d3      cos(a3 + b3)93 j,     0<93<2ir.

0 I)

Hence/ represents the trivial element of irx(R4) iff a3 + b3 is even.

4.9 Lemma.   Suppose we have an action (T3, S2 x Z>4) with orbit space

4.7.  Then

r4 = {/ G T3 \<px + a3<p3 s 0 (27t), <p2 + b3<p3 = 0 (2tt); a3 + b3 even;.

a3, b3 = 0 or ±1}.

Proof. We must show that a3 and b3 can only assume the values 0 or ±1.

Consider the induced action (T3, b(S2 x D4)) = (T3, S2 x S3). Let

U=F\TX,S2 x S3),    Ux = F(TX x T4, S2 x S3),   U2 = F(TX x T3,S2 x S3).

Then Ut as S1, i « 1, 2. By restriction we have an effective action (T2 x T3, U).

We have a stability group T3 with F(T3, U) = U2 and a stability group T\ =

{(e1*2, e'v3)la3V53 =0 (2tt);^2 +b3<p3 =0 (2^)}. Then F(T'4, U)=UX=SX.

But if a3 ¥= 0 or ±1, T'4 is finite, and the dimension of F(T\, U) would be 2. In

a similar manner we see that b3 — 0 or ±1.

4.10 Proposition. Suppose T3 acts on a compact (¡-manifold M, with

co2(Af) = 0. Suppose N CM is a closed invariant subspace with N* as in 4.7.

Then N =*eq S2 x D* and 7/4 is as in 4.9.

4.11 Corollary. Suppose T3 acts on a compact (¡-manifold with bound-

ary M, with oi2(M) = 0, such that the orbit space M* is as shown:
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Then M=*eq CP(3)-Ô6.

Proof.  By 4.10, T4 must be as in 4.9. Let

CP(3) = {z = (rxeif>i,r2eiez,r3eid*, rAew4)\z ES7}.

For t E T3 define

__ Q. eWi+yi<Pi+°t3<>3<e3)t r eM 2+y2v2+ß3i>3<P3) t

r3eW*+<n\Ueid4).

Note that if either a3 or ft3 is zero, the other is also since a3 + ft3 is even. If

a3, b3 + 0, choose a3 and ß3 so that a3a3>p3 = y>3, and ß3b3<p3 = <p3. Then

choose 7j and 72 so that

7iVi + a3ff3V3 = ±(^1 + fl3V3).        72V2 + Ms'/'s = ±(^2 + *3*3>-

Then this action l.as stability groups Tx, T2, T3 and T4. The orbit space (CP(3))*

is as shown below.

By removing an invariant neighborhood of p homeomorphic to D6, we obtain a

reaction on CP(3) -D6 with orbit space identical to M*. Hence, by results

from §6,A/=*eq CP(3)-b6-

4.12 Example. We now construct another reaction on S4 x S2. Let a =

0 or ±1 and ft = 0 or ±1, with a + 6 even. Define two actions (J3, (S4 x Z)2),)

and (T3, (S4 x D2)2) as follows:

»l = (('o. r,««*»*«), r2eWï+*ï\ (r3e«ö3+*3>))t

tzi = (('o- r1e,(öi+*i+«*3)| r2e'(Ö2+v>2+^3))t (rae^s+vs))),
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where z¡E(S* x D2)¡. The first action has circle stability groups Tx, T2 and

T3; the second has circle stability groups Tx, T2 and T4. We attach (S2 x D4)

to (S2 x £>4)2 via an equivariant homeomorphism/: (S4 xS1), —► (S4 x S1).

defined by

toi) = (fro. rie/(0i+aÖ3), r2eW93)), (^3)).

In this way we obtain an action on an S4-bundle over S2 with orbit space:

As in 4.8,/induces an /representing the trivial element ofirx(Rs). Hence we

have the trivial bundle S4 x S2.

4.13 Example.   Let a and b be as in 4.12 except that a, b ¥= 0. Then we

can write 7/4 as T4= [tET3\<p3+ (lla)px = 0 (2rr); <p2 - (b¡a}px = 0 (27r)}.

ForD3 m {(r0, rxeie^r2Q + r\ < 1} and S3 = {(r2eW2, r^^r2 + r\ = 1}

we obtain an action (T3, D3 x S3) defined by

to - (fro, r1e/(9i+^-(ö/a>^i>), (r2e/(e2+*i>, r3e'(ö3+*3-(i/«)*i)))

where the orbit space is shown below.

We can easily obtain another action (r3, D3 x S3) where the stability group T2

is replaced by the stability group Tx.

5. A T3 -action on S2 x S4 # S3 x S3 # S2 x S*. Consider the reaction

on S6 given in 3.1 with circle stability groups Tx, T2 and T3. Remove the inte-

rior of a subspace Vx as shown to obtain ¿V, = S6 - Vx.
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The orbit structure for Vx is conical so, by 4.3, Vx=T2xD4. By the Mayer-

Vietoris sequence, it is easy to see that

Hq(Ux),H*(Ux)~

0,

Z,

Zi z,

q= 1,2,5,6,

9 = 0,3,

9 = 4.

Now suppose we have another T3-action on S6 as in 3.1, where one of the cir-

cle stability groups is Tx. We may form U2 and V2 as before where V2 n F(TX, S6)

# 0. Then let M = Ux Uf i/2, where / is an equivariant homeomorphism from

dUx to W2. In this way, we obtain an action (T3, M) with orbit space:

We wish to show that M = S2 x S4 # S3 x S3 # S2 x S4.

By Van Kampen's theorem, M is simply connected.  From the Mayer-Vietoris

sequence, we can see that

0, 9=1,5,

Z, 9 = 0,6,

Z©Z,      q = 2,3,4.

Hg(M),lP(M)~

We must compute the ring structure for H*(M). By [20], we know that

M~MX #S3 x S3. Hence, if a3 and ß3 are the generators of H3(M), then a3

U j33 = a6 is a generator of ^(M) and a3 = (3| = 0.

We now compute the other products.  First, note that the ring H*(UX C\ U2)

= H*(S3 x T2) is given by generators a and ß of degree one and 7 of degree

three, where a U ß generates H2(UX n tV2), a U 7 and ß U 7 generate

H4(UX n U2), and a U ß U 7 generates H*(UX n i/2). We have the isomorphism

Of: H\UX n U2) -* H2(M), so let a2 = 5f(a) and ß2 = S*(ß). The inclusion

k: Ux O ¿72 —»■ M induces an isomorphism **: Z/4^) -^ H4(UX n i/2). There-

fore, choose a4 and ß4 so that fc*(a4) = ß U 7 and /:*fj34) = -aU). Now,

since ô£: H5(UX D U2) —*■ ^(M) is an isomorphism, we have, by the Mayer-

Vietoris sequence:

02 U a4 = Ô*(a) U a4 = a6,   a2 U ß4 = ß2 U a4 = 0,

02U04 = WU04=<V
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Hence, H*(M) is given by generators a¡ and ßt of degree /, / = 2, 3, 4, where a2

U a4 = ß2 U j34 = a3 U j33 = a6 generates H('(M), and all other products involv-

ing generators (except permutations of these) are 0.

By starting with two embeddings of S6 in R8, it is not difficult to see that

M embeds in R8. By Whitney Duality, W(M) • W(M) = 1, where W(M) is the

total Stiefel-Whitney class of M, and W(M) is the total Stiefel-Whitney class of the

normal bundle, i>2, of M C R8. Since M embeds in R8, Z5¡(M) = 0 for / > 2 and

obviously Z5X(M) = 0. Therefore W(M) = 1 and co2(M) = 0.

Again, since M embeds in R8, px(v2) = (xO'2))2 = 0.  Letting t6 be the

tangent bundle of M, we have t6 © i>2 = e8, the trivial bundle over M. Hence,

1 = p(e8) = p(T6 © v2) = p(t6)p(v2) +a = p(T6) + a   (see [12])

where la I = 2. Hence, a = 0, p(r6) = 1, and px(r6) = px(M) = 0.

Now it is rather easy to see that the invariants for M are the same as those

forS2 xS4 #S3 x S3 #S2 x S4. Hence, by 1.1,M^S2 x S4 #S3 x S3 #

S2xS4.

6.  Equivariant classification theorems. Throughout this section we assume

all actions are locally smooth. We let oD3 as S2 = S+ U S~, where S+ and S~

are the upper and lower hemispheres, respectively, of S2 and S+ n S~ = Sl.

6.1 Theorem. Suppose we have a regular T3-action on a closed, compact

6-manifold, M, with orbit space M* = D3.   Then there is a cross-section.

Proof. We first decompose the orbit space M* = D3 into a collection of

conical sections {Cf}, part of which is shown below:

c;

The orbit structure for each C¡ is conical and hence each Ct = T3~k x D3+k for

some k = 1, 2, 3 (where T° = identity element).  It is easy to see that a cross-

section would exist on each C¡.  Furthermore, an obstruction theory argument

shows that a cross-section given on a 2-cell A CS~CC¡ can be extended to all

of q.
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We begin by defining a cross-section s on C*. We then attach C* to C*

along a 2-cell A ÇS~ Ç C*. We then know how to define s on A and s can be

extended to all of C*. Continuing this process we can extend s to all of M*.

62 Theorem. Suppose we have two regular actions (T3, Mx) and (T3, M2)

where each M¡ is a closed, compact (¡-manifold. Also suppose there is a weight

preserving homeomorphism h*: M* —* M*. Then there is an equivariant horneo-

morphism h:Mx —*M2.

Proof.  This follows from 3.3, Chapter 1, of [1].

We comment for future reference that the same results hold if M is a com-

pact, connected 6-manifold with boundary and M* = D3 with all points in D3 -

S+ corresponding to principal orbits.

7. Classification theorems. Throughout this section we assume that M is a

closed, compact, connected 6-manifold with the second Stiefel-Whitney class

o>2(M) = 0. We assume that we have a locally smooth, F-regular action of T3

on M with M* as D3.

7.1 Proposition.  M is an equivariant connected sum of a manifold M

with copies ofS2 x S4, CP(3) and S2 x S4 # S3 x S3 #S2 x S4.  The orbit

space M*, together with its orbit structure graph G~, has no face with fewer than

four sides and G is connected.

Proof.  Let G be the orbit structure graph for the action (T3, M). Suppose

G has more than one component. Then the orbit space M* may be cut apart as

shown.

Note that the circle stability groups Tx, T2 and T3 are those occurring in an in-

variant neighborhood of the fixed point p. Hence, we have a T3 -action on D6

with these circle stability groups. The construction in §3 shows that M is an

equivariant connected sum of Mx and M2, where each M¡ is obtained by attaching

a D6 to N,.

Now note that M* is as shown below:
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Repeating this process again we see that M2 is an equivariant connected sum of

M3 and 52 x S4 #S3 x S3 #S2 x S4, where the action on the latter is the one

constructed in §5.

By continuing this process we eventually obtain M as an equivariant con-

nected sum of a manifold Mx with copies of S2 x S4 # S3 x S3 # S2 x S4,

where the orbit structure graph G,, for the action (T3,MX) has only one component.

Now suppose G, encloses a region on d(M\) having only two sides. We may

then cut M* as shown:

Then, as before, we see that Mx is an equivariant connected sum of a manifold

M2 and S2 x S4, where (T3, S2 x S4) is the action given in 3.3 or 4.12.

If G| encloses a region on d(Mx*) having three sides we may cut off a sec-

tion like that shown in 4.11 and see that Mx is an equivariant connected sum of

a manifold M2 and CP(3).

By repeating the above constructions we obtain the desired results.

We now assume that the orbit space M*, together with the orbit structure

graph G, has no face with fewer than four sides and that G is connected. Further-

more we assume there are precisely three distinct circle stability groups Tx, T2

and T3 with T3 = Tx x T2 x T3.

12 Lemma. M may be obtained from S6 via equivariant surgery on dis-

joint copies ofS3 x D3.

Proof.  Starting with M, we do the surgery described in §3 in reverse or-
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der. Since each surgery will reduce the number of fixed points, we will eventu-

ally obtain S6, as long as the surgery does not disconnect G. Note that different

T1 -stability groups must appear on each side of an edge of G. Hence G cannot

be disconnected by cutting only one edge of G. Therefore, if surgery on an S2 x

D4 disconnects G, we must have the following situation:

Here, C, and C2 indicate the two components of G that would remain if the

indicated S2 x D4 were removed. It is easy to see that we can choose a different

copy of S2 x D4 on which to do surgery so that G remains connected. Hence

we may obtain S6 from M by surgeries on copies of S2 x D4. Reversing this

process proves the theorem.

We now assume that there are more than three 7" * -stability groups.

73 Definition. We shall say that an action (T3, Mx) is obtained from an

action (T3, M2) by a CS-operation if M2 is obtained from an equivariant con-

nected sum Mx # K by equivariant surgery on an embedded S" x D6~" inter-

secting both Mx and K, where K is an equivariant connected sum of one or two

copies of CP(3).

7.4 Theorem.  Suppose the action (T3, M) has more than three circle sta-

bility groups.   Then this action can be obtained from an action (T3, M') by a

series of CS-operations, where the action (T3, M) has only three Tl -stability

groups or M = 0.

Proof. Since there are at least four circle stability groups we have the

following situation:
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Since co2(M) = 0, §4 shows that we have the indicated embeddings of S3 x D3.

lfTk = T4 and 7} ¥= Tx, we do surgery on (S3 x D3)x; if Tk = T4 and 7} = Tx,

or if Tk = Tx, we do surgery on (S3 x D3)2; if Tk =£ Tx, T4 we do surgery on

(S3 x D3)3. We end up with one of the following cases.

In each case we may remove a CP(3) summand as in §3. Note that, after doing

this, F has one fewer side and we may repeat the process. We do so until F has

only three sides, allowing us to remove another CP(3) summand. The resulting

orbit space will have one fewer face than M*. Continuing in this manner we will

eventually obtain the desired M1.

We continue under the assumptions stated at the beginning of this section.

What we have shown so far is that such a T3 -manifold M is a connected sum of

a manifold Nt and copies of S2 x S4, S2 x S4 # S3 x S3 # S2 x S4 and CP(3).

Furthermore M1 can be obtained from S6 (or0) by a combination of surgery

and CS-operations. Since the latter do not affect the fundamental group we

have the following.

7.5 Theorem. M is simply connected.

7.6 Lemma. Suppose H*(M) is torsion-free and H3(M) s 0. If N is ob-

tained from M via surgery, then H*(N) is torsion-free.

Proof.  This follows by applying the Mayer-Vietoris sequence to the steps

in the surgery.
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7.7 Theorem. Suppose co2(M) = 0 and (T3, M) is a locally smooth, F-

regular action with M* = D3.  Then M is simply connected and H*(M) is torsion-

free.

Proof. 7.6 shows that for the manifold M' mentioned in 7.4, F*(M') is

torsion-free. It then follows that H*(M) is torsion-free. M is simply connected

by 7.5.

We now compute the ring H*(M) and px(M) for a T3-manifold M satisfy-

ing the conditions at the beginning of this section. By 7.1, we may assume that

G is connected and that M* has no face with fewer than four sides.

We first assume that the action (T3, M) has only three distinct T1 -stability

groups. By 7.2, M may be obtained from S6 via equivariant surgery. Given the

action (T3, S6) described in 3.1, the type of surgery we do is shown below:

We obtain a basis {e,} ç H (M), where each e, corresponds to a surgery done on

an embedded (S3 x D3),. The trilinear form p(e¡, e¡, ek) = e¡U e, U ek and the

first Pontrjagin class px(M) are determined by the embeddings (S3 x 0);- = S, as

described in § 1. We have shown the surgery being done on a standard embed-

ding of S3 x D3 in S6. By 7.3, Chapter II of [1], it is easy to see that any

equivariantly embedded S3 x D3 is isotopic to such an embedding since there is

an orbit-type preserving isotopy between their images in the orbit space. There-

fore, in the equivariant case, the embeddings S3 xfl3 —► S6 and S3 —► S6 rep-

resent the trivial elements in the groups FC\ and C\, respectively. Hence, we

have the following.

7.8 Lemma. p(e¡, e¡, e¡) = 0 for all i.

Proof.  This follows from 1.3 since <pf = ß\ = 0.

Now suppose we have two basis elements e¡ and e, for H2(M) correspond-

ing to two embeddings Sf and S.3.

19 Lemma. p(e,, e,, e¡) = 0 for all i, j, i ¥= j.

Proof. By 1.3, píe,, e,, e¡) = X',. Hence we must look at the homotopy

class of Sf in S6 - Sf. We may assume Sf = S3, Sf - S3ß±, where a, ß = 1, 2,
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or 3 (using the notation of §1). Hence, either r4 > 0 for all z G S3, or r4 < 0

for all z E Sf. In any case, looking at the homotopy equivalence between S6 -

S3 and S2 constructed in §1 we see that S|± represents the trivial element

in 7T3(S2) since it is not onto. Therefore X'. = 0.

As noted in §1,7r3(S2 V S2) = n3(S2) ® 7r3(S2) ® 7r3(S3), where the

generator of n3(S3) is the Whitehead product of the inclusion maps of the two

copies of S2. This is given as follows (see [7]). Consider S3 as (S1 x D2)x U

(S1 x D2)2, the union of two solid tori attached via an orientation reversing

homeomorphism of the boundaries. We wish to define o: S3 —► S2+ V S2. Let

o(t x D2)x be a generator of it2(S2+) for all /, where o(t x 3D2), = (0, -1) G

52 . Let o(t x D2)2 be a generator of ^(S2.) for all t, where o(t x SD2)2 =

(0, 1) G SÍ. This gives a well-defined, onto map a: S3 —> S+ V S2..

To compute X'.fc, as defined in §1, we must look at the homotopy class of

Sf in S6 - (Sf U Si). The latter is homotopy equivalent to S2. V SÍ, and we

project the class of S? onto the summand tt3(S3) generated by o. Again we may

assume Sf = S3_ and S3. = SJ+.

7.10 Lemma. For distinct values for i, j and k, p(e¡, e¡, ek) = 0 or ±1.

Proof.  Suppose Sf is equivariantly homotopic in S6 - (S3_ U S^+) to an

53 contained entirely in D6+ or entirely in Db_. Composing g¡ with the homotopy

equivalences constructed in § 1 we get a map Sf —*■ S\ V S2. that is not onto.

Hence XL = 0.

It is easy to see that the only time the above does not occur is when we

have the following type of situation:

g¡(S3)=S:

We must show that g¡(S3) = Sf represents o when composed with our homotopy

equivalences.

Let us assume that S3+ = S3+, S3_ = S3_. Let T1 x D2 = {(e'^i,

(3/4 - r)el>P2)\Q < r < 3/4}. Define homeomorphisms g+ and g_ from two cop-

ies of T1 x D2,(Tl x D2)+ and (T1 x D2)_ respectively, into S6 as follows:

¿f+(/Vl ' (3/4 - >>'V2) = (0, >/i/12(6-r)^i,
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S_(/"i, (3/4 - 7-)e'v2) = (0, Vl/12(3-4r)(2 + 3r)e,,p2,

Vl/12(6 -r)e^,-r).

Now g+ = g_ for r = 0 except that the ^'s are reversed. Hence we can define

g: S3 = (Tl x D2)+ U (T1 x D2)_ ->• S6 by

_ Í¿T+    oniT1 xD2)+,

\g_     onfT1 xD2)_.

We may assume, without loss of generality, that g¡ = g. It can then be shown

that g¡ composed with our homotopy equivalences gives the desired element in

tt3(S2 V S2).

We now have the following.

7.11 Theorem.   Suppose M is a closed, compact, connected (¡-manifold

with co2(M) = 0. Suppose (T3, M) is a locally smooth F-regular action with

M* as D3.  Then M is simply connected.  Furthermore M is an equivariant con-

nected sum of a manifold M and copies of S2 x S4, CP(3) and S2 x S4 #_S3 x

S3 #S2 x S4. M is a connected sum of copies of CP(3) and a manifold M.  The

invariants for M are as follows:

co2(M) = px(M) = 0,      H2(M) sZk = <£>,> © • • • © <efc>.

For distinct integers i, j and k:

IK** ei> ei) = V(Pf ei> */) = 0»     Vtet> ej> ̂fc) = 0 or ±1.

Proof.  By 7.5, M is simply connected. The second statement follows

from 7.1.  If the action (T3, M) has only three distinct circle stability groups, we

are done by the previous three lemmas. It remains to show that if the action

(T3, M) has more than three distinct circle stability groups, then M can be de-

composed as stated. In fact, we need only prove the following:

7.12 Lemma. Suppose (J3, M2) is obtained by a CS-operation from

(T , Mx). If Mx can be decomposed in the desired manner, so can M2.

Proof.  First note that a CS-operation will not affect the second Stiefel-

Whitney class. We first fix our notation. Let M[ be Mx or Mx # CP(3), de-

pending upon the type of CS-operation we do. Let M'x =M[# CP(3). Then Ai2

is obtained from M[ by surgery on an embedded S2 x D4. Let N be such that

M¡ = NUf (S2 x D4), M2=NUg (S3 x D3) where / and g are the appropriate

attaching maps. Now HP(M[) s ^p(Mj) © HP(CP(3)) for p = 2, 4.  Let a and

ß = a2 be generators of H2(CP(3)) and H4(CP(3)), respectively. We choose a

basis {/,,...,/„} for Z/4^), where {fm, fm + x, . . . ,/„} are the generators

corresponding to the CP(3) summands of M[. Then px(M'x) = fm +"'+/„.
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Also {/,,...,/„,£} will be a basis for H*(JH¡) and px(Mx) - fm + • • • +/„

+ ß. We show that M2 = M¡ by showing they have the same invariants.

Consider the action (T3, CP(3)) with orbit space a tetrahedron as shown in

the proof of 4.11. Any face corresponds to an embedded CP(2), and hence, corre-

sponds to a generator of H4(CP(3)). Then, in (M"x)* (shown below), F represents ß.

We have the following isomorphisms:

H*(M"X, S2 x D4) s H*(N, S2 x S3) as H*(M2,S3 x D3).

The appropriate exact sequences can be used to show that:

H2(M¡, S2 x D4) 0 <o> s H2(M¡),     lf(M2) © </3>s H4(M2,S3 x D3).

Roughly speaking, removing the S2 x D4 eliminates a and pasting on the S3 x

D3 eliminates ß. It then follows that we have an isomorphism H*(M'X) —► H*(M2)

that takes px(M'x) to px(M2). Therefore M'x = M2.

8. An example. We now construct an action (T3, M) where px(M) = 0,

íú2(M) = 0, and M is not a connected sum of copies of S2 x S4, S3 x S3 and

manifolds of the form S2 x (S2 x S2 # • • • # S2 x S2).

Starting with the standard action (T3, S6) we do surgery on embedded

(S   x D )'s.  It is enough to indicate the zero-sections (S   x 0)'s.  For our

manifold M these are shown below (looking down on the north pole of (S6)*).
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Hence we have a basis {e¡} for H2(M) s* Z8.  px(M) = u2(M) = 0 and, by

7.10, we have:

J"0?i, e3, e6) = p(ex, e3, en) = p(ex, <?4, e7) = 1,

p(e2, e4, e7) = p(e2, e4, <?8) = p(e2, es,e6) = l,

p = 0 for any other combination of the e^s. For convenience, consider the basis

U = {«,} where

"i=ei,     "3 = e6> "s=e7-e6,     u7 = es,

u2 = e3,     u4 = e4-es, u6 = e2, us = e8,

We then have

p(ux,u2,u3) = p(ux,u4,us)= 1, p(u6,u4,us) = p(u6,u1,us) = 1,

p = 0 for any other combination of the u/'s. Let S¡ = [p(_, «,, _)]„.

Now suppose M = M#S2 x S4. LetaG H2(M) be a generator for

H2(S2 x S4). Then p(_, a, _) = 0. However, it is easy to see that for any lin-

ear combination 28_ t c¡u¡,

V (-ZW. -) - 2>/M(-, «„ J ¥ o.

Therefore, if M is a connected sum of the form mentioned above, M must be

homeomorphic to

X = S2 x(S2 xS2#S2xS2)#S2xS2xS2.

Hence, let rj be the trilinear form defined on H2(X) as Z8. Let 1/ = {u,.}be the

standard basis for H2(X) with

r¡(vx,v2, v3) = t}(vx , u4, us) = 7j(u6, u7, u8) = 1,

t? = 0 for any other combination of the v/'s. Let S¡ = [r)(v¡, _, _)] l/.

Suppose /u and 77 represent the same trilinear form. Then there is a matrix

A = (a¡¡) and A'1 = B = (by) such that

AM'AT=M

where M' is the matrix for r\ with respect to 1/, and M is the matrix for p with

respect to U. Hence, the slices perpendicular to the y-axis in M are the S/s, and

the slices perpendicular to the x-axis inM' are the S¡s. By comparing the col-

umns of these matrices we obtain equations which eventually lead to the follow-

ing:
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^22     fll2     a13     "T4     fllS

*21     «22

'II

B = A

0

0

«ii

0

0

0

'11

'77     "67     "68

»76     "66

Since A and F represent isomorphisms of Z-modules, the determinant of

Therefore a66 = ±1. I

v6 = ±u6 + L "«6"i-

this last matrix must be ±1. Therefore a66 = ±1. Hence

1*6

Then

V(V6, _, J = p(±U6 +   2 "Í6"/» --)•
\ 1*6 /

Now the rank of [r¡(v6, _,_)]„ =2. Therefore the rank of the matrix for

P(±M6 + ^¡*6ai6ui> -' -) must De two ^ anv basis. Choose the basis

W = j±M6 + EVi'"i. u2,u3,u4,us,u7, uA.

It is easy to see that the matrix [p(±«6 + 2¡¥:6a¡6u¡, _, _)]w is:
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where the other entries may be nonzero. In any case, no matter what aX6 is, the

rank of this matrix will be greater than two. Hence, p and r? cannot be the same

trilinear form, and M£ S2 x (S2 x S2 # S2 x S2) # S2 x S2 x S2.
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